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3 Locaties in uw favorieten 

Mayan Coffees 

"Seriosly Good Coffee"

Mayan Coffees is a tiny little place in the city that serves some seriously

good coffee to kick start your day. They have a range of coffees from

various sources and the roasted beans will have you feeling fresh in no

time. The owner of the place is friendly, and service is pleasant as well. It

is also a good place to simply go with your laptop and finish your work at

a leisurely pace.

 +34 72 278 8433  Carrer de Murillo 54, Valencia

 by Nisa Yeh   

Bluebell Coffee Co 

"Morning Coffee"

Bluebell Coffee Co is a great place to start your day at. This quaint little

cafe has a hipster vibe to it, with simple decor and a beautiful outdoor

area. They serve some amazing coffee, along with several brunch options

such as sandwiches, pancakes, along with desserts. They have a full bar

as well. The place is quite affordable for the quality it provides.

 +34 96 322 5413  info@bluebellcoffeeco.com  Calle Buenos Aires 3, Valencia

 by --Filippo--   

Dream Coffee 

"Lazy Mornings"

Kick start your day with a hot cuppa from Dream Coffee, which serves a

variety of coffees for all tastes, with perfect accompaniments like toasts

and pastries. Sipping your coffee in the outdoor area while indulging in

some people watching sounds like the best way to enjoy a relaxed

morning, and what better place to do that than Dream Coffee?

 +34 96 327 5228  www.dreamcoffee.es/  contacto@dreamcoffee.es  Calle Diputada Clara

Campoamor 6, Valencia
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